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The PopUp community table provides a compact surface 
for individuals or small groups in training areas, open office 
spaces, enclaves, and huddle rooms—even individual 
workstations. Its array of well-proportioned sizes, inviting 
top shapes, and two heights encourage impromptu 
collaboration and socializing. Create visual continuity  
with neutral finishes or contrast the design in your space 
with up to six surface specifications and an array of color 
options for a wide aesthetic range.

To offer inspiration, we’ve collected a few of our favorite ideas for designing your space with PopUp 
tables and hope this design guide will stimulate more of your own.
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Individual  
Workspace

Tips and tricks
PopUp table sizes are compact, making them  
ideal for individual and adjacent workstations,  
for collaboration or as a touchdown.

Bar- and counter-height options promote 
spontaneous interactions and changing 
postures.

Inviting top shapes—rectangle, oval, and 
racetrack—along with laminate or veneer 
surface choices and two edge options create a 
range of aesthetics. 

Design PopUp to blend in with neutral colors 
or provide contrast within the color palette 
through elements such as the leg, foot rail, 
accent plate, and casters.

A vertical wire manager offers power to the 
worksurface.

Serving as a home base for people in office environments, 
the individual workspace is the primary location for non-
mobile workers during the day. Providing a PopUp table 
within the workstation or nearby offers ready access to a 
worksurface for impromptu collaboration or a place to 
step away from the desk and change postures. 



Spaces where people come together to collaborate and 
brainstorm are often designed with interactive technology. 
Providing a variety of seating along with standing-height 
table options improves engagement and inspiration. Pair 
stools with PopUp tables for bar- and counter-height 
choices in the space.

Collaborative 
Area

Tips and tricks
Variety in worksurface sizes and shapes  
enables unique configurations that users  
can arrange themselves, especially when 
casters are specified.

Push tables together to expand group size  
and arrange the space according to activities 
and needs. 

Choose counter-height tables for seated 
activities or bar-height with stools to give 
people the option to sit, perch, or stand.

Create a dual-tone look between top  
and edgeband to blend in or contrast  
with your design.

Include a vertical wire channel (leg-attached)   
when worksurface power is provided.



Community 
Space

An informal community space provides an area away  
from workstations where people can gather, whether  
to work or socialize. Pairing PopUp with lounge seating  
gives them variety and choice based on posture  
preferences and activities.

Tips and tricks
Create a tiered effect by placing bar- and 
counter-height tables behind lounge seating, 
offering users a place to perch, sit, or stand for 
short durations.

Every table includes a foot rail for good 
ergonomic support.

Include a bag hook for organization and 
convenient access to personal items off  
the worksurface.  
 
 

Specify PopUp with casters to allow for easy 
rearrangement, letting people move tables  
where they need them.

The knife edge creates a more streamlined  
look with sleek lines.



Project 
Room

Team members working on long-term projects may require 
a dedicated space where they can focus, strategize, plan, 
and display ideas. A project room should include a variety 
of visual display options and mobile furniture that allows 
users to change posture and orientation throughout the 
duration of the project.

Tips and tricks
Support user engagement with PopUp height 
options and foot rail support. 

Casters enable easy rearrangement as team 
members switch activity modes—from working 
solo to brainstorming and collaboration.

Inviting top shapes—rectangle, oval, and 
racetrack—change the landscape and address 
the needs of the team.  
 
 

Specify foot rails and legs in different colors for 
aesthetic variation to contrast with worksurfaces 
finished with dual-tone edgebands.

Glides are an option when mobility isn’t required.



Training 
Room

From presentations to group collaboration, today’s training 
rooms are dynamic spaces where staying alert and inspired 
are key. PopUp tables are nimble enough to support engaged 
user postures while accommodating personal items with 
optional bag hooks for convenient access. The compact 
surface and option for casters encourage people to move 
around with flexibility for a variety of group activities. 

Tips and tricks
Varying top sizes, including 18”, 24”, and 30” 
depths and 48” – 72” widths, address common 
training room planning modules.

Height options and foot rail support influence 
engagement by addressing posture variation. 

Stable A-leg with casters encourages movement 
for collaborative spaces where reconfiguration 
is desired.

 
 

Accent plate blends in and matches foot rail  
for an integrated aesthetic.

Include a vertical wire channel (leg-attached)  
when worksurface power is provided—
especially for a training room.
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